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}yurvēda, the traditional Indian system of medicine, is a name applied to a 

host of folklore medical practices native to the Indian subcontinent. The samhitas 

(the classical texts of ayurveda) collected, refined and compiled information on 

epidemiology, medicinal herbs, preparation of medicaments, application of medicine 

and surgery. The information was compiled from the communities across the 

subcontinent and stored them in immutable Sanskrit. The Caraka samhita, the 

SuWrutĀ samhita and the AṣṭāngĀhridĀyĀ sĀmhitĀ are the mine of information on not 

only medicine but the pharmaceutics too. The word samhita means collection. The 

Vedas and Purāṇas allude to hundreds of medicinal plants for their magical powers 

in healing. However, the texts compiled āy AgnivēWĀ Ānd SuWrutĀ over two thousand 

years ago, classify these plants into different groups (varga) basing on morphology, 

taste, characteristics, potency and therapeutic efficacy (rasa, guṇĀ, vīryĀ Ānd 

vipākĀ). The AgnivēWatantra was redacted by Caraka in 2nd century A.D. The pre-

ayurvedic literature, medical data before its systematization and sanskritization, 

prescribes magic remedies and herbal potions for various diseases. The Vedic 

outlook on diseases and their treatment with and without drugs still lingers in the 

Caraka samhita.  

The way medicament is made from the praised plants was not detailed in 

Vedic hymns and purāṇas, semi-historic and semi-religious narrations.  The texts of 

Caraka and SuWrutĀ not only describe the procedures to prepare medicaments but 

also try to analyze the way ingredients of herbs act against signs and symptoms of 

diseases. This new materialistic approach of ayurvedic classics differs from the pre-

ayurvedic esoteric outlook. The Vedic hymns contain information on pharmacognacy 
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but not on pharmacy. The Rig-Veda and Atharvaveda praise the herbs but do not 

comment on the way the herbs were used to prepare medicines. The ayurvedic 

classical texts, compiled from the days of }treyĀ, the teĀcher of AgnivēWa, and were 

redacted from time to time by scholars like Caraka, Dri危hĀāĀlĀ Ānd NāgĀrjunĀ, imply 

to the fact that several experiments were conducted in the ancient science of 

pharmaceutics in India. The collation of medical know-how happened during the 

heydays of Jainism and Buddhism. The Wramanas and sadhus traversed the sub-

continent to spread dharma and in the process, they helped amalgamation of 

medical knowledge and creation of medical discipline in the universities and other 

centres of learning. The word }yurvēdĀ appeared during this post Vedic phase. The 

Bhēṣajjakhan危a in the MĀhāvĀggĀ of Tripiṭakas is more articulate than any other 

religious literĀture elĀāorĀting on the phĀrmĀceutics of }yurvēdĀ.  

 Identification, collection and processing of medicinal herbs were prime duties 

of physicians of }yurvēdĀ in India till recently. Now the arena of manufacturing 

medicines has been taken over by other branches. The }yurvēdĀ physician of 

ancient days used to collect herbs at appropriate time for optimum efficacy. The 

influence of climate and seasons on the human body as well as on the herbs was 

always kept in mind. Devising medicinal formulations always followed the 

examination of the patient. Very few medicines used to be readily available. The 

evolution of pharmaceutical techniques and inventing varied forms of medicines is 

witnessed in the texts composed and compiled from the classical age of }yurvēdĀ to 

the medieval period. It is surprising to see wide array of forms of medicines that 

were produced during the previous two millennia. 

   78 forms of preparations of medicines were described in the 

AṣṭāngĀsĀngrĀhĀ. Bhaiṣajyakalpana deals with formulation of medicines. 

Śārangadhara of 13th century A.D. had revived some pharmaceutical procedures. 

This book has set new standards in the pharmaceutical science. The number of 

forms of medicines was subsequently reduced as the medicines with longer shelf life 

gained popularity. The alchemical forms of medicines as well as herbo-mineral forms 

became more popular because these medicines do not have expiry date and the 

dose is greatly reduced. However, it all began from simple preparations.  
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The existing popular and classical forms of ayurvedic medicines can be classified 

into some groups.  

1. Primary Preparations: these preparations are very ancient. They can be 

classified into some groups. Only herbs are used to produce these products. 

a. Svarasa (Juice): Expressed juice from some fresh plants and fruits 

contains several ingredients in active form and hence useful in acute or 

chronic diseases manifested due to deficiency of some nutrients. This is 

still a very popular form a layman can understand and use. Several fruit 

juices and juices extracted from some vegetables like bitter guard are 

used to invigorate digestive fire. The use of juices appears that the 

contents of the plant or fruit are injected into the body without any 

alteration. This must be the primary form of medicine from ancient days. 

b. Kalka (Paste): Fresh herbs grounded in to fine or coarse paste is Kalka. If 

the plant does not yield appreciable quantities of juice, kalka is prepared. 

It has quite an amount of fiber and therefore useful in digestive disorders 

because it stays longer in the gut. Bhūmyāmalaki (Phyllanthus niruri) is a 

weed plant that is freshly collected and made into kalka to use in the 

patients suffering from viral hepatitis. 

c. Cūrna (Powder): The dried and powdered form of herb is cūrna.  It is dry 

and can be preserved for longer periods. The shelf life of cūrnas were 

calculated to 6 months in the literature of }yurvēdĀ, however, with the 

advent of modern technology and better quality containers, the powders 

can be stored up to two years. Ex: TriphĀlĀ cūrna contains equal parts of 

powders made from Terminalia chebula, Terminalia bellirica and Emblica 

officinalis. 

d. Śīta (Cold infusion): The herbs are kept in water overnight and in the 

ensuing morning, the water is filtered. The filtrate is known as ṣita. The 

medicinal herbs containing volatile oils and thermo-liable ingredients are 

made into Wīta. Some herbs containing some poisons can be made into 

cold infusion because in the absence of heat the poisons are not released 
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into the water. It is also known as WītĀ kĀṣāyĀ. Ex: triphala WītĀ can be 

used to wash the eyes in the morning. 

e. Phānṭa (Hot infusion or Tea): Coarsely powdered herbs are put into boiled 

water and covered with a lid. The flame is put off. Allow the water to cool 

and filter it to get a weak decoction. This is phānṭa and useful for patients 

with weak digestive power and for regular use of certain herbs in healthy 

individuals. Coffee and tea are good examples of this process. 

f. Kvātha (Decoction): Herbs are boiled in water without a lid till three-

fourths or more water is evaporated. The filtrate is known as kvātha. This 

process is useful to extract medicinal qualities of herbs with hard 

consistency. The herbs containing volatile oils are not used to make 

kvāthas. These forms of medicines are easy to digest and effective in 

action. Ex: DĀWĀmūlāriṣṭa. Kvathas are usually taken orally. They are also 

used for tub-bath (ĀvĀgāhana) as external use. KvāthĀcūrnĀ means 

certain drugs or combination of drugs are made into coarse powder and 

used to prepare kaṣāyĀ. 

g. Ghana (Condense): Juice and other liquid medicinal substances are heated 

on slow fire to make into semisolid substance known as ghana. This form 

concentrates the medicinal ingredients and so the dosage is reduced. 

Sugar or jaggery is added to prepare a medicated confectionary, known as 

lēhya. This form is very palatable and has longer shelf life. 

h. Guṭika (Tablets): Condense of a medicinal preparation is combined with 

binding agents like gum etc and rolled into pills. These can be stored for 

longer periods and easy to swallow.  They resist fungus and handling is 

easy. These are also known as vaṭi-guṭika. Ex: Dhanvantari guṭika, 

Prabhakara vaṭi. 

i. Taila or snēhĀpāka (Medicated oils): The medicated substances in the 

liquid form are boiled with recommended oils till all the water present is 

evaporated. The remaining oil is used as medicine both internally and 

externally. Oil for internal use is less boiled than those used externally. Ex: 

Nirgun危i taila. Oils used as external/topical application get absorbed well. 

The water based substances are not absorbed through skin. Hence, 
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snēhĀpāka is equal to parenteral route of drug administration. If honey 

bee or any other wax is added it turns into malaharam or ointment. Ex: 

Sindhūrādi lēpam. The lēpam (malaharam) or ointment form is more 

popular today than earlier. If ghrita (ghee) is used in the place of oil, the 

resulting medicament is known as ghritakalpa. Ex: JātyādighritĀ. 

j. }sava and Ariṣṭa (Medicated wines): These forms of medicines are 

produced by fermentation process. }savas are made with juices of 

medicinal herbs soaked in solution of sugar or jaggery. Ariṣṭas are 

prepared by decoction mixed with solution of sugar or jaggery. Both āsava 

and ariṣṭa are in liquid form, have sweet taste and acquire strength with 

passing of time. Ex: DrĀkshāsava and DĀsĀmūlāriṣṭa. }savas are mostly 

used in respiratory diseases and ariṣṭas are meant for general disorders 

like arthritis, allergy and anemia. The absorption of medicines from the 

gut is faster because the self-generated alcohol acts like carrier. 

k. KṣīrĀpāka (Medicated milk): Milk is boiled with herbs and water until the 

water is evaporated. It is suitable to children, geriatric disorders and 

patients with delicate and sensitive composition. Ex: Arjuna kṣīrĀpāka used 

in cardiac diseases. 

l. YĀvāgu (Medicated gruel): When cereals are cooked with medicinal herbs, 

the resulting fluid is gruel. This is congenial to the patients with decreased 

digestive capacity. YĀvāgu and other similar forms can be named as 

dietetic preparations.  Dietetic preparations can be classified into 

kritānnakalpana (meant for healthy people) and pathyakalpana (for 

patients).  YĀvāgu, yūṣa, pēyĀ, vilēpi and māmsa rasa belong to these 

groups.  YĀvāgu is a rice preparation and pulses are ingredients in yūṣa. 

Māmsarasa contains flesh of various animas as recommended. In the 

pathyakalpanas, the ratio of water to rice varies. In yĀvāgu, rice and water 

are mixed in 1:6 ratios before cooking. In vilēpi it is 1:4. After cooking no 

water is remained in vilēpi; a little water may be remained in yĀvāgu. 

Several medicinal spices can be added to these preparations. Caraka 

describes 28 types of yĀvāgu kalpana. 
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In all these preparations, simple kitchen utensils are used. As the need for complex 

preparations appeared, special items were manufactured to prepare ayurvedic 

medicines.  

Some more formulations: 

a. DrāvĀkĀ (Solvent): This is a liquid preparation obtained from lavaṇas and 

kṣārĀs (sĀlts Ānd ĀlkĀli). DistillĀtion process is used to produce drāvĀkĀs. 

Ex: ŚĀnkhĀ drāvĀkĀ. 

b. Varti (Eye wick): It is made by grinding fine powders of herbs with 

recommended liquids to form a soft paste. These medicines are made 

exclusively against eye diseases. Ex: CĀndrōdĀyĀ vĀrti.  

c. Nētrabindu (Eye drops): This is prepared by dissolving recommended 

medicinal substances in water or decoction (kaṣāyĀ) and used as eye 

drops. Anjana (Eye ointment) are fine semisolids to apply with an 

instrument. 

d. Satva (Essence): Satva is a water extractable solid substance collected 

from a drug. Ex: Gudūci satva. The dried branches of Tinospora cardifolia 

are cut into small pieces, macerated in water and kept overnight. By 

sieving fiber is removed. Water is added and stirred till the deposit 

becomes white. After the decantation, the remaining stuff is collected. 

e. Piṣṭi (Flour or Powder): This is prepared by triturating the medicinal raw 

material with specified liquids and exposing to sun or moon. Fire is not 

used in this process, therefore they are known as anagnitapta. After the 

purification of the drug it is triturated with rose water or any other liquid 

for a day and dried in the sun for another day. This process continues for 

a week or so. On the last day piṣṭi is obtained. Ex: PrĀvālĀ piṣṭi, 

medicament made from coral used in fevers, gastritis and hemorrhage.  

f. PānĀkĀ (beverage): Some fruits (mango, dates, berries, grapes, 

pomegranate etc.) which are half-ripened are added to 16 times of water. 

The fruits are kept overnight and rubbed so as to extract the juice and 

filtered. Sitā (sugar) and mĀrīcĀ (pepper) are added in required quantities. 
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Ḍlā (cardamom), lavanga (cloves), kēsĀrĀ (saffron) can also be added for 

fragrance. 

g. Arka, a liquid preparation obtained by distillation technique. It was taken 

from the unāni system of medicine. ArkĀprĀkāWĀ, glory of arka, is an 

important ayurvedic treatise in Telugu of this period. Arka technique is 

useful to prepare the medicine from the plants containing volatile 

suāstĀnces. In }yurvēdĀ phĀrmĀcopoeiĀ, the rĀtio of volĀtile herās is very 

low. With the entry of this technique utility of some plants like camphor 

became popular. AjāmōdārkĀ, distilled fruits of ĀjāmōdĀ (Apium 

leptophyllum) is used in the digestive disorders. The ArkĀprĀkāṣa tries to 

extract distillations even from non-aromatic plants. However, the number 

of arkas is very less in numāer in todĀy’s }yurvēdĀ phĀrmĀcopoeiĀ. 

These are some popular forms of ayurvedic medicines evolved during 

hundreds of years. Many ayurvedic medicines contain on average ten to twenty 

ingredients. The statistics reveal interesting data about the ingredients of ayurvedic 

medicines. There are more than 1000 herbal products, more than one hundred 

animal products (ex: gall stones of cow, earthworms etc.) and more than 200 drugs 

of mineral origin (gold, mercury etc.) which are used in the preparation of ayurvedic 

medicines. Eighty percent of ayurvedic medicines are made from 20 percent of herbs 

that were described in the texts of nighanṭus or books of meteria medica. Triphala, 

trikaṭu, dĀsĀmūlĀ are ubiquitous in many formulations. The ratios of these 

ingredients were finalized after many trails and errors. Although }yurvēdĀ asserts 

that matter (pĀdārtha) is composed of 5 gross elements (prithvi, ap, tēja, vāyu, 

ākāṣ) and suitable to be raw material for medicine, it elected the herbs that contain 

three or more rasa (tastes) as ingredients to prepare medicines. The presence of six 

basic tastes or less (madhura (sweet), amla (sour), lavaṇa (salt), kaṭu (pungent), 

tikta (bitter) and kaṣāya (astringent)) decide the characteristics and their ultimate 

efficacy on the human body. The line between food and medicine was drawn basing 

on the number of rasa that exist in the pĀdārthas. A food item may contain only one 

or two rasas. A medicinal herb may contain 3+ rasas. Ex: garlic contains 5 tastes, 
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gooseberry contains 5. Combining food with medicine is not new in }yurvēdĀ. This 

combination produces medicated food. 

 In the middle ages, ayurvedic pharmacy experienced a big change. The 

alchemical products became popular from the 10th c. onwards. The people, bored 

with the slow acting herbal potions, were seeking fast-acting magic remedies that 

appeared in the form of mercurial preparations. Mercury or Rasa occupied a central 

place in the ayurvedic pharmaceutics and therapeutics from 12th century onwards. 

Mercury naturally ĀvĀilĀāle in the eĀrth’s crust cĀnnot āe extrĀcted eĀsily. Some 

places, like Italy and Spain, have appreciable quantities of mercury in the form of 

cinnabar. India today imports around 190 tons of mercury every year. In the Middle 

Ages too India imported mercury and this can be authenticated from several 

inscriptions. The word rasa, synonymous to taste, is used to indicate mercury in 

}yurvēda. RĀsĀWāstra or Rasatantra is a new discipline originated in the middle ages 

in south India. RĀsĀWāstra indicĀte ‘the science of mercury’, while the word 

rasatantra meĀns ‘the technology of mercuriĀl products’. The word rasa has multiple 

meanings : taste, nourishing liquid, constituent factor and mercury. 

RĀs‾yana  

Alchemy is an Arabic word for chemistry. RĀsāyana, as described in }yurvēdĀ 

treatises, is a branch of medicine to restore and prolong healthy living by means of 

several herbs like hĀrītaki (Terminalia chebula), āmalaki (Embilia officinale) etc. This 

is equivalent to geriatrics, i.e. treating the diseases of the old age. Therefore, the 

word rasa does not indicate mercury in ancient Indian medicine. The words 

RĀsĀWāstra and Rasatantra are used to denote medicinal alchemy from the middle 

ages. The use of mercury is not found in the Caraka samhita, the SuWruta samhita 

and the Aṣṭāngahridaya samhita. Use of mercury in medicine and claims of 

transmutation of mercury into gold are only medieval in origin. All 

rĀsĀWāstra/rasatantra compositions like Rasaratna samuchchaya (Pile of mercurial 

preparations), RĀsārṇava (Ocean of mercury), Rasatarangini (Adobe of waves of 

mercury) belong to medieval period. Although mercury was available prior to 

medieval period, it took few centuries to develop a branch of medicinal alchemy. 
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Mercury was imported from Italy and China in ancient period. Mercury is known as 

darada in Sanskrit. The word dĀrĀdĀdēWa is identified to a geographical region in 

Kashmir, from where mercury was exported from China to India. 

Indian alchemy is different from the European alchemy. The idea of 

transmutation of mercury into gold is a worldwide phenomenon. While the European 

alchemy leads to modern chemistry, Indian alchemists still struggle underdog. Indian 

alchemy planned to treat minerals with the herbs to impart the quality of herbal 

growth into metals. Metals used in the form of medicines are believed to induce 

strength and durability into the body. Because the gold is valued as the supreme of 

all metals, implanting gold into the framework of human body is believed to be an 

important process to prolong life. This hope and ample supply of mercury from the 

Roman Empire as well as China has stimulated the art of alchemy and rĀsĀWāstra in 

South India. Several }yurvēdĀ physicians chose alchemy as their profession. Al-

Biruni, a mathematician and astronomer from central Asia (Uzbekistan), who visited 

India in 11th century AD Ānd studied IndiĀn sciences, stĀtes thĀt ‘IndiĀns hĀve Ā 

science similar to the alchemy which is quite peculiar to them. They call it rĀsāyana. 

Rasa is gold'. Al-Biruni also refers to Nagarjuna as a famous alchemist hundred years 

before to him. 

The alchemical products warranted the physicians to formulate new ways of 

dealing with raw material. The poisonous effects of metals and minerals slowly 

identified and detoxification ways were invented. 

Mineral and Bio-mineral products: 

a. Kajjali and Parpati : Both of them are black sulphide of mercury. The 

difference between them is the way they are prepared. The preparation of 

Kajjali does not involve heating while parpati is obtained after heating Kajjali. 

Parpati is a rasa preparation. Purified mercury and sulphur are thoroughly 

mixed (triturating) to obtain kajjali. Later, prescribed ingredients mentioned in 

the formula are added one after the other by triturating and kept over fire in 

the vālukāyĀntrĀ. Ex: pancāmritĀ pĀrpĀṭi. 
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b. KūpipĀkvĀ rĀsāyĀnĀ: Drugs of mineral and metallic origin are placed in a glass 

flask. These are usually mercury and sulphur. Clay smeared cloth pieces are 

woven around the glass flask and kept in vālukĀyĀntrĀ (sand apparatus) and 

heated for hours to days. After completion, the sublimed medicated substance 

appeared red and so these medicines are also known as sindhūrĀ Āuṣada. Ex: 

Makaradhvaja.  

c. Bhasma (Cinder): Powder of any substance obtained by calcinations is known 

as bhasma. Metals, minerals and animal products are calcinated in closed 

crucibles in pits specially made. Ex: Abhraka bhasma. 

d. RĀsĀyōgĀ (Mineral medicaments): Medicaments containing mineral drugs as 

primary ingredients are rĀsĀyōgĀs. Drugs such as abhraka (mica), mākṣika, 

svarṇa (gold), rajata (silver), tāmrĀ (copper) etc. are used in bhasma form in 

these preparations. Gandhaka (sulphur), manasila (realgar or red arsenic) etc. 

are used after purification. If rasa (mercury) and gandhaka (sulphur) are 

ingredients, these two are made into kajjali (amalgamation) and then other 

ingredients are added. BhāvĀnĀ (lavigation or gravity separation method) with 

prescribed svarasas (juices), kvāthĀ (decoction) are essential procedures in 

making the rĀsĀyōgĀ. Ex: Vasantakusumaākara ras. 

e. LōhĀkĀlpĀŚ LōhĀkĀlpĀ or lauha kalpas are preparations of metallic cinders 

(bhasma) as main ingredient is mixed with other herbal ingredients. Ex: 

PippĀlyādi lĀuhĀ.  

The production of classical herbal medicines needs simple kitchenware. The 

fire-power was generated by coal, dung, wood or any other inflammable material. 

The production of herbo-mineral or mineral medicines needs immense power that 

cannot be generated by hitherto techniques. Therefore, the ayurvedic physicians 

have devised special yantras that generate immense heat to treat the minerals at 

high temperatures. Yantra is an appliance or mechanical contrivance that helps 

‘purify’ rĀw minerĀls Ānd formulĀte medicines of bio-mineral or mineral substances. 

Tens of varieties of yantras were described in the medieval ayurvedic texts. These 

yantras are made out of simple earthen ware, but subjected to intense heat during 

few days. The mercury and other alchemical products that are bound within the 
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yantras undergo metamorphosis under duress and yield final product in very fine 

form. Apunarbhava, vāritĀrĀtvĀ, rēkhāpūrĀṇa are some methods to assess the 

quality of the final product. Apunarbhava is reaching point of no-return, i.e. earlier 

metal cannot be recovered, vāritĀrĀtvĀ is floating of fine powder on the surface of 

water and rēkhāpūrĀṇa is filling the fine lines on the fingers or palm. The furrows on 

the palm are so small the bhasma fills those lines if it is properly produced. 

Here are some yantras.  

1. Dōlāyantra (Swing-apparatus): This is a purification device. Purification is 

a compulsory process in rĀsĀyōgĀs. Several techniques are used to purify 

metĀllic elements. GōmūtrĀ (cow’s urine), godugdha (cow’s milk) and 

many other beverages are used to purify metallic raw material. The 

material that is to be detoxified is packed in the so called pōṭali, the 

hanging one inside the apparatus. The liquid inside the apparatus is 

kanjika (sour rice-ferment). 

 

2. 伎amaru yantra resembles dumbbell because two pots are joined at their 

mouths. This apparatus is used like a sublimation instrument.  
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3. A simple iron ladle with a long handle is known as dārvikĀyĀntrĀ. 

4. TiryĀkpātĀnĀ yĀntrĀ is an iron retort prepared for distillation of mercury 

with a delivery tank weld to it at an angle of 45o. 

5. Arka yantra is useful to prepare the medicine from the plants containing 

volatile substances. The ArkĀprĀkāṣa tries to extract distillations even from 

non-aromatic plants.  

6. VālukĀ yĀntrĀ (sand apparatus): A wide mouth earthen vessel is 

punctured at its bottom to form 3 -5 small holes. These holes are made so 

as to ensure that the lower surface of the glass vessel gets controlled heat 

when the equipment is placed on fire. This glass vessel is half-filled with 

the medicine mixture  is then covered or bandaged with cloth soaked in 

mud/clay. The glass vessel containing kajjali (mixture of mercury and 

sulphur) is heated for many hours. The sand used gives controlled heat to 

the glass container. The medicines made in this technique are known as 

sindhūrĀ Āuṣadas. 

7. Puṭa: Mercury, mica, gold and other similar raw material cannot be used in 

medicines without subjecting them to pākĀ (heating process) and this 
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process is called āhĀsmīkarana (incineration). The puṭa limits the degree 

of incineration. Literally puṭa means hallow space or/in two vessels joined 

together. It is also a measure of heating arrangement for preparing 

various kinds of bhasma (cinder) of mĀhārĀsĀ, upĀrĀsĀ and lōhĀ etc. In 

the kĀpōtĀpuṭa eight cow-dung cakes are used produce heat. The 

gajapuṭa is an arrangement of heating in a pit of 90 cm in length, breadth 

and depth. Half the pit is filled with cow-dung cakes. The WĀrāvĀsĀmpuṭa 

is put on and is again covered by dry cow-dung cakes and ignited. In the 

vĀrāhĀpuṭa the pit is 60 cm in depth, length and breadth. Although the 

puṭa is an heating process, it entails elaborate arrangements and can be 

described under yantra. Yantras and puṭas have become very popular 

after the advent of rĀsĀWāstrĀ in the middle ages. 

ŚōdhĀnĀ (Detoxification or Purification): 

 }yurvēdĀ proposes some steps in the prepĀrĀtion of food, which Āre known 

as āhārĀ vidhi viWēṣayatana. karaṇa or samskaraṇa is one of them. Similarly the 

phĀrmĀceuticĀl trĀdition of āyurvēdĀ mĀkes WōdhĀnĀ of herbal and mineral 

substances as an obligatory process to make the medicaments safe and useful. 

Mercury, being the most important ingredient and potentially hazardous if not 

properly processed, became a pivotal ingredient in all the alchemical products. 

Therefore, very elaborate steps of detoxification were proposed for mercury. 

Moreover, many supernatural and unnatural phenomena were ascribed to its effects. 

AṣṭĀsĀmskārĀ of pārĀdĀ (eight detoxification techniques for mercury) are mandatory 

before mercury is used in the pharmaceutical preparations. SvēdĀnĀ (fomentation), 

mardana (grinding), mūrchĀnĀ (swooning), utthāpĀnĀ (elevating), pātĀnĀ 

(sublimation), rōdhĀnĀ (coagulation), niyāmĀnĀ (restraining), dīpĀnĀ or sĀmdīpĀnĀ 

(stimulation) processes render mercury fit for internal use. 

 DōlĀyĀntrĀ is used for svēdĀnĀ. In this process, raw mercury is mixed with 

some herbs like pepper, long pepper, zinger etc. and exposed to steam of kānjikĀ 

(fermented rice water) in swing apparatus for three days. In the mūrchĀnĀ, mercury 

mixed with jaggery, rock salt etc. is rubbed for three days in khalva (crucible) and 
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then washed with warm water. In the process of mūrchĀnĀ mercury is mixed with 

three myrobalans (triphala), aloe etc. is rubbed for another three days before taking 

it to utpātĀnĀ process. In this ensuing process distillation apparatus (tiryĀkpātĀnĀ) is 

used. Khalva yantra is simple mortar and pestle used for pātĀnĀ. ḍor rōdhĀnĀ 

process mercury is mixed with rock salt and kept under the ground for three days. 

Niyamana and dīpĀnĀ processes are done using 危ōlĀ yĀntrĀ with some herbs like 

Eclipta alba, garlic, pepper, drumsticks etc. These ritualistic methods of 

detoxification are believed to be ascribing magical effects to pārĀdĀ. Morethan three 

weeks of time is needed to detoxify the mercury. So, the production of rasauṣadas 

was a time consuming and arduous process. 

The purification of other mineral and herbal raw material is less elaborative 

than for mercury. Abhraka (micĀ) is heĀted in Ān iron pĀn Ānd put into cow’s milk or 

decoction of triphala. This process is repeated seven times. The detoxification of 

rajata (silver) is mĀde āy soĀking the heĀted silver leĀves in cow’s urine, āutter milk 

etc. three times. Several herbal poisons too undergo similar detoxification methods 

before they are used in the preparations of medicaments. Datura seeds, lāngĀli 

(Gloriosa superb), vĀtsĀnāāhi (aconite) and other herbal poisons are detoxified in 

cow’s urine. AhiphēnĀ (Papaver somniferum) is cleaned in water. VĀikrāntĀ (a 

precious stone) is cleaned in horsegram decoction. The studies showing what exactly 

is happening in these detoxification processes are meagre and intentionally avoided. 

Most of these detoxification processes are transformed into rituals. 

 Several technical terms in Sanskrit need little more explanation. AmritīkĀrĀṇa 

is a process adopted to remove the residual toxins and to enhance the therapeutic 

action of drugs. TāmrĀ āhĀsmĀ (copper cinder) is made in this process. Kajjali is 

made from the amalgamation of sulphur and mercury without adding any other 

liquid. It’s in the form of very fine black powder. KānjikĀ is also known as dhānyāmlĀ 

or ārĀnālĀ and is made from rice. The rice that is harvested in sixty days is kept in 

an earthen pot along with some pieces of radish and sealed and stored for two to 

three weeks. Gradually, the liquid turns sour in flavour. This is used for detoxification 

processes in dōlĀyĀntrĀ. DhālĀnĀ is a process of pouring molten metal into liquid 

specified in the process. BhāvĀnĀ is a process in which the drugs are mixed with 
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liquid substance grounded to soft mass and allowed to dry. All these techniques are 

employed in the production of rasauṣadas.  

 Once the khajjali is prepared and required herbal and mineral material is at 

hand, adding one after the other in the khalva and rubbing results in the 

rasauṣadas. Let us see how a medicine is made using the described procedures. The 

Rasaratnasamuchchaya, Ā leĀding work on medicinĀl Ālchemy in āyurvēdĀ, nĀrrĀtes 

the formulation of }rōgyĀvĀrdhini guṭika. 

rĀsĀgĀndhĀkĀlōhāāhrĀWulvĀ āhĀsmĀ sĀmāmsĀkĀm 

triphĀlā dviguṇĀ prōktā triguṇāncĀ WilājĀtu 

caturguṇĀm purĀmsuddhĀm citrĀmūlĀmcĀ tĀtsĀmĀm 

tiktā sĀrvĀsĀmĀ jnēyĀ sĀrvĀ sĀncūrṇya yatnataha 

nimbavrikṣĀ dĀlāmāhyōāhirmĀdhĀyēdvidināvĀdhi  

tatasca vaṭikā kāryĀ rājĀkōlĀphĀlōpĀmā 

It says, the rĀsĀ, gĀndhĀkĀ, lōhĀ bhasma, abhraka bhasma and tāmrĀ āhĀsmĀ 

(Wulva) are taken in equal parts. Triphala is taken in two parts each. Śilājit (bitumen) 

is taken in three parts. Four parts of guggulu (puram) and ērĀn危a (citra) and twenty 

two parts of kaṭukarōhiṇi (Picrorrhiza kurroa) are taken along with sufficient quantity 

of juice of neem. While interpreting the WlōkĀ the physician has to encounter several 

synonyms like tāmrĀ āhĀsmĀ is also known as WulvĀ, guggulu (Commiphora mukul) 

is also known as puram and ēran危a (Ricinus communis) is also known as citra.  

 }rōgyĀvĀrdhini is indicated in chronic fevers, hepatitis, skin diseases and 

disorders of fat metabolism.  

From the middle ages, people started showing interest in miracle therapies 

and so the physicians have shifted their attention towards mineral products. The 

reason for mixing minerals like mercury, sulphur and other hard metals is to instill 

the strength into the body and making them invincible. The herbs grow quicker and 

metals are sturdy. The herbo-mineral compounds are thought to be giving the 

properties of growth as well as strength to the mortal human body. Using minerals is 

not new in }yurvēdĀ. We see references to using iron compounds to treat anemia, 
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adding salts to several formulations. However, exclusive use of minerals as 

medicines started only in the middle ages. 

The legacy of Nagarjuna has contributed to the growth of Andhra alchemy in 

the Krishna river valley. Nityanathasiddha was an Andhra scholar, who lived in 

Srisailam and wrote the famous Rasaratnakara containing many recipes relating to 

brahmi and Waiva traditions. Many of his recipes are being used in South India today. 

He belongs to the period between 13th and 14th centuries. His palm-leaf and paper 

manuscripts are largely available in Telugu script. Nityananda Rasa, used in filariasis, 

was an invention of Nityanathasiddha. 

Prof. P.C. Ray in his well-known book History of Hindu Chemistry believes that 

the alchemy is indigenous to India. Meulenbeld in his gigantic work History of Indian 

Medical Literature supposes that the rasasastra originated in South India. He quotes 

KĀlyāṇĀkāraka, which belongs to 9th c. AD to prove his argument. Srisailam, 

Nagarjunakonda and Alampur are a few places in South India, where the rasasiddhis 

(expert alchemists) laboured to transmutate mercury into gold. The temple floors of 

Alampur still bear the marks of alchemical experiments. 

Ayurvedic alchemy believes that parad (mercury) is Siva, abhrak (mica) is 

Parvati, gandhak (sulphur) is the raja (menstrual blood) of Parvati. Many fanciful 

theories were formulated on the origin of alchemy. These beliefs are due to the 

influence of Saivism in suppressing Jainism for five centuries till 12th century AD. 

The motives that shaped the ayurvedic pharmacy during the middle ages may be 

listed as follows: 

1. Enhance palatability of medicine. 

2. Minimise the dose. 

3. Perennial supply of medicines. 

4. Decentralized production allowing localized traditions. 

5. Opportunity to invent new formulations. 
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Ayurvedic Pharmacopeia Committee 

 The hallmarks of traditional pharmacy of classical times and medicinal 

alchemy of the middle ages are absence of uniformity in compositions, ingredients 

and procedures. One medicinal plant will have tens of synonyms and one name is 

used for tens of herbs. For each rare plant there will be a substitute. This has 

become a hurdle in solving the recipes. The classical description of plants too is not 

of much help in recognizing some plants. Therefore, the scholars in the 20th century 

have reassessed the data inherited. 

One of the most useful and accomplished organizations working today is the 

Pharmacopeia Committee, established in 1962 by the Government of India. This 

committee was established to compile and document various pharmaceutical 

formulations, including single herb medicines in various parts of the country, to 

assess the range of ayurvedic medicines and to bring homogeneity and uniformity in 

practice. 

This committee was given the task of compiling official Formulary in 2 parts. 

In the first part single herbs, their identity is described and therapeutic values are 

standardized. The second part deals with compound preparations of }yurvēdĀ. Such 

formulary would bring uniformity in identifying herbs, preparing formulations and 

their therapeutic use. The formulary will set the standards for identity, purity and 

quality. After almost half a century of its functioning, the committee is successful in 

publishing highly useful material in several volumes. This data is also made 

accessible free on the internet. The output of this committee is highly commendable. 
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Generic vs. non-generic medicines: 

In the western medicine generic medicines are dominated by the branded 

medicines.  In }yurvēdĀ it is classical medicines vs. branded medicines. Out of few 

thousands of classical ayurvedic medicines and single drugs described in classical 

texts quite a number of medicines are manufactured. The new pharmaceutical 

companies are now bringing out huge number of ayurvedic proprietary medicines. 

These new proprietary medicines are now dominating the market. Every day a 

trademark appears. Earlier, the companies used to mix different herbs basing on the 

needs of the patients. The traditional constitution-wise medicines are replaced by 

system-wise medicines. The new age }yurvēdĀ now looks ahead to replace some of 

the western medicines with the ayurvedic ones. The new approach in the 

formulation of ayurvedic brand medicines is received by the society positively. The 

new trend in the branded ayurvedic medicines is combining two or more classical 

ayurvedic medicines into a new brand. 

The influence of modern technology is immense on ayurvedic pharmaceutics 

today. Although the new techniques have enhanced the shelf-life of ayurvedic 

medicines, the way the medicines are formulated has changed from simple, home-

based procedures to complex assembly-line technology. The āsava and ariṣṭa no 

more generate alcohol; readymade spirit is added to them.  More and more 

preservatives are added to medicines.  

The Research and Development of some pharmaceutical companies is 

deplorably negative in attitude. A firm doing R&D on Chyavanaprasha reduced the 

number of ingredients from 42 to just 12 and tried to preserve the flavour of the 

medicine. Another firm uses cotton seed oil instead of sesame oil in hair products.  

Modernization of }yurvēdĀ Pharmacies 

During the British Raj, the cultural renaissance that shook Bengal has spread 

to other parts of the country. The main trait of the movement was self-admiration. 

The ayurveda physicians of Bengal in 19th and 20th centuries tried to revive ayurveda 

to face growing western medicine. Gangaprasad Sen, Gangadhar Ray, Gananath Sen 
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and others have brought new era in ayurveda. The traditional tōl gave way to new 

pharmacies and teaching institutions. Some of the bigger ayurveda pharma units 

that dominate today were founded during this period. 

Ayurveda pharmacies have come a long way from home science to industrial 

age. Today, approximately 3500 ayurvedic pharmacies are registered but majority of 

them are cottage industries. Some big pharmacies use cutting edge technology and 

modern ways of marketing. However, the market for rasauṣadhas is bleak. The 

impending ban on mercury products by the United Nations Environment Program, 

signed by 147 nations is going to affect ayurvedic industry. Now the world will focus 

whether the traditional ayurvedic detoxification techniques are really rendering the 

final product edible. 

Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd. was named after Zandu Bhattji (real name 

was Karunashankar); he was the son of legendary Vaidya Vithal Bhattji, a personal 

physician to Ranmal, the then King of Jamnagar in Gujarat. The King of Jamnagar 

was satisfied with the ayurvedic medicines prepared by Zandu Bhattji, and gave him 

a piece of land on the bank of Rangamati River near Jamnagar for preparing 

medicines. Grandson of Zandu Bhattji continued this tradition. This was the oldest 

factory manufacturing Ayurvedic drugs, established in August 1864. He planned an 

Ayurvedic Pharmaceutical Industry to manufacture Ayurvedic medicines strictly 

following standard books like CaraksĀmhitĀ, SuWrutasamhita, Bhaiṣajya Ratnāvali, 

Śārangadhar etc. using modern technology. The rebirth of the Zandu Pharmaceutical 

Works happened in October 1910. In 2008, Emami acquired major stake in Zandu 

Pharmaceuticals Works Ltd, from the Parikh family. Some of its prominent brands 

like Zandu Balm, Zandu Chyawanprash, Zandu Kesari Jeevan, Zandu Pancharishta, 

Nityam Churna Āre Ālso under ḌmĀmi’s āĀsket of ārĀnds. 
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One of big ayurvedic pharmaceutical Companies, Shree Baidyanath Ayurved 

Bhawan (p) Ltd. (Kolkata), popularly known as Baidyanath, was established in 1917. 

Pandit Ram Dayal Joshi was the founder. It has ten manufacturing centres in India 

and produces more than 700 ayurvedic products. 

Another big ayurvedic pharmacy industry, Dabur, was founded as a small 

industry in 1884 by Dr S.K. Burman and in 1896 a manufacturing plant was set up. 

The name Dabur comes from Doctor Burman (DaBur). In 2012, Dabur crossed 

billion-dollar turnover mark. It has 17 manufacturing units and sells medicines in 

more than 60 countries. In India alone, Rs.2.5 crore worth of Hazmola tablest are 

consumed! 

Sandu pharma is another big pharmacy started on 10th May 1899 by Sandu 

brothers at Thakurdwar, Mumbai. The factory was later shifted to Chembur, 

Bombay. 

 

Workers at Sandu Pharma before modernization 

P. S. Varier, scion of an illustrious family of Kottakkal in the Malabar region of 

Kerala, started the Arya Vaidya Sala in 1902 in Kottakkal, for the preparation of 

authentic Ayurvedic medicines. In 1933, in recognition of his valuable services to 

humanity, P. S. Varier was conferred the title of Vaidyaratna by His Excellency the 

Viceroy and Governor General of India. 
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The IndiĀn MedicĀl PrĀctitioners’ CooperĀtive Stores (IMPCOPS) in ChennĀi is 

a big pharmaceutical unit in cooperative sector manufacturing }yurvēdĀ and Siddha 

medicines since 1949. It was set up following the recommendation of captain 

SreenivĀsĀmurthy’s committee on the role of }yurvēdĀ in IndiĀ’s heĀlthcĀre. Charak 

Pharma Pvt Ltd. was founded by D.N.Shroff and S.N.Shroff in 1947 in Bombay. 

Alarsin is another well-known name in ayurveda pharmacies from Bombay. Himalaya 

Drug co. Founded in 1930. The Chintaluru Ayurveda pharma was founded in 1925 in 

Andhra Pradesh. Presently it manufactures more than 200 ayurvedic and healthcare 

products. 
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